Abstract. Let G be a Vilenkin group of bounded order and H" a sequence of clopen subgroups of G forming a base at the identity. If £ is a subset of G , let N"{E) denote the number of cosets of H" which intersect E . If
Let G be a Vilenkin group, i.e., a compact, totally disconnected, metric group, and let Hn be a decreasing sequence of open subgroups of G forming a neighborhood base at the identity of G. If T is the Pontryagin dual of G, then for every complex valued function {cy] on T, it is possible to form the "partial sums of the trigonometric series" S"(c,x)= ^2 cyy(x).
We say that a subset E of G is a set of uniqueness (U-set) if the only function {cy} which vanishes at infinity on T and whose partial sums converge to 0 off E is the zero series. In [1] the author showed that for closed sets this is equivalent to the statement that E supports no pseudofunctions.
If a set is not a U-set, it is called an M-set. In 1972, Kaufman [4] showed in the classical setting that if a subset of the circle intersects 0(log(l/e)) intervals of length e, then that subset is a U-set. The first goal of this paper is to show that an analogous result holds for Vilenkin groups of bounded order.
The second goal of this paper is to obtain a result similar to one of Kahane (see [3] ). In Kahane's theorem, it is shown that there are M-sets on the circle intersecting 0(q>(E)lo%(l / e)) intervals of length e as long as cp(E) -too as e^O.
For a subset F of Cr, let Nn(E) denote the number of cosets of H" that intersect E. Theorem 1. Let G be a group that is of bounded order. If E is a subset of G with (1) lim, N"J:E)",<oo,
then E is a set of uniqueness. Proof. Choose e > 0 so that y £ Y and \y(x) -1| < e implies y(x) -1. This is possible since G is of bounded order. Without loss of generality, we will assume that Nn(E) < Clog[G : Hn] for all n > 0. Now choose r to be an integer such that r > 2Clog(n/ sin-1 (e/2)). For each n, let Ln be a finite set with L"Hn = EH" and with card(F") < Clog Vsin '(e/2)/
Since there are at most tt/sin-'(e/2) elements of the unit circle such that all distances are more than e, there are yx,y2£ H^ such that \Yi(x) -?2(x)\ < e for every x eLjt". Thus E is a U-set. □
It was previously known that if N"(E) = o(log[C7 : Hn]), then E is a Dirichlet set and hence a strong U-set [2] . Now we turn to the question of the converse: how slow can N"(E) grow for an M-set? For the classical case, [3] shows that if <p(s) -> oo as e -+ 0 there are sets in the circle group such that Ne(E) = 0(cp(s) log(l/e)) and yet E fails to be a U-set. To get this result, Kahane used the properties of Brownian motion. For the corresponding result in the current setting, we have to produce an analog of Brownian motion on Vilenkin groups. I would like to thank Robert Kaufman for his suggestions at this point.
Let £xh" be a random point with values in H" which is uniformly distributed with respect to normalized Haar measure on Hn . We will assume that different £XHk are independent random points. Thus, if y £ T, we have Notice that there is a separate random point for each coset of each Hn . We now define a random function on G by oo (6) ¥>W = £W Notice that this sum converges for every point in G and that for two points x, y £ G, if xH" = yH" then y/(x)H" -y/(y)H" . Thus y/ enjoys a type of Lipschitz continuity. Thus we have for a subset E of G, (7) Nn(y,(E)) < Nn(E).
Now we present a converse to Theorem 1. Let cp(n) t oo as n -► oo. Then there exists an M-set E in G such that (9) Nn(E) = 0(<p(n)log[G ://"]).
Proof. Let 6(n) = <p(n)log[G : H"]. Let kn be integers such that 6(n)<kxk2---kn <26(n).
Pick k" points of Hn in distinct cosets of Hn+X and let pn be a discrete measure on these points giving equal measure to each of them. Let p = *°lj pn . Then p is a measure supported on a set E with N"(E)<28(n) and p(xHn) <l/6(n) forall«>0.
Now consider the random measure u where / fdv = j foy/dp.
For y £ H^+l\H^, we have D(y)= / yoy/dp^Y^ / 7 ° M/* = £ / X\yi^yHk)dp(y)
,.m JG xH"JxH" XH"JxH"k=0 = £/ f[y^Hk)dp(y) = YJP{xHn)f{y(^xHk).
XH" JxIi" k=0 xH" k=0
Notice that for y £ xHn , it follows that £XHk = £yHk for all k < n . For each coset xH" , we introduce the random variable In fact, any group with growth like exp(exp(n)) satisfies this condition.
Using the methods above, we may prove the following result.
Theorem 3. Let G be a Vilenkin group satisfying the condition in (8). Given S > 0 there is a subset E of G such that N"(E) = 0(log[C7 : H"]) and a measure v supported on E with lim|i>(y)| < 8, where the limit is taken as y -» oo in T. By Theorem 2 of [2] , we see that E is not a Dirichlet set. Proof. In the previous proof, simply let cp(n) be a constant where cp(n)x^ > 4C and tp(n)~x/3 < 6 . □
